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Focusing on vending machines—where the Retail Support Equip-
ment & Systems Group has captured the leading domestic
share—food service equipment, currency handling systems and
cold-chain equipment, we are working to support society through
the creation of innovative and convenient retail spaces. And as
the business partner closest to customers in many areas of the
retailing industry, our goal is to deliver maximum satisfaction.

Retail Support Equipment &
Systems Group
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Overview of Operating Environment and Results for Fiscal 2003, Ended March 31, 2004
Although there were signs of an upturn in investment in the group’s core vending machine market, the operating

environment remained challenging due to severe price competition.

Against this backdrop, in the vending machine, food service equipment and currency handling system field, the NewS

Series in our mainstay can vending machines, boasting lower energy consumption and enhanced security features, were

well received by the market. However, can vending machines failed to shake off the impact of intensifying competition

and declining unit prices, resulting in a year-on-year drop in sales. On a more positive note, cigarette vending machine

sales increased on the back of large orders, and sales of cup-type soft drink vending machines, coffee vending machines

and food vending machines all rose strongly. However, this failed to cover a decline in sales of can vending machines,

dragging overall sales of vending machine products down year on year.

In food service equipment, although sales of tea servers increased, sales of other types of beverage dispensers

declined, resulting in an overall drop in food service equipment sales.

In currency handling systems, sluggish demand for amusement equipment, and weaker demand for coin mecha-

nisms and bill validators for vending machines impacted on sales. However, sales of automatic change dispensers to

supermarkets were sharply higher and sales of non-contact IC cards rose, helping to push sales of currency handling

systems up year on year. Despite this performance, overall sales and operating income in the vending machine, food

service equipment, and currency handling system field were both lower than in the previous fiscal year.

Cold-chain equipment benefited from higher investment by supermarkets as more new stores were opened and

existing stores underwent major refurbishments. This fueled an industry-wide surge in demand. Although the Retail

Support Equipment & Systems Group won orders that kept pace with the industry, intensifying price competition

meant there was only a modest increase in sales. In the convenience store market, demand was on a par with fiscal

2002, as major chain operators expanded their networks and carried out major renovations of existing stores. Demand

was also supported by partial in-store refurbishments as more retailers gained licenses to sell alcoholic beverages and

demand increased for hot drink display cases. However, sales were down year on year due to a comparative lack of

one-off special demand factors and competition from new players in the market from other industries. In emerging

market categories, there was some room for optimism as sales of Ecolo Unit, a unitized store system, and an inte-

grated delivery system for in-store refurbishment rose sharply, but this failed to prevent an overall drop in sales and

operating income in cold-chain equipment compared to the previous year.

As a result of the above factors, operating income in the Retail Support Equipment & Systems Group declined

20.0% to ¥2.0 billion (U.S.$19 million), on a 2.4% drop in sales to ¥150.7 billion (U.S.$1,435 million).

President, Fuji Electric Retail Systems Co., Ltd.

Akira Yoshimasu
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Retail Support Equipment & Systems Group
Cup-type Soft Drink Vending Machines

Offering Frozen Drinks
Fuji Electric Retail Systems has become the first company in the world to develop a cup-type vend-
ing machine that dispenses frozen drinks, espresso and regular coffee from one device. A new mecha-
nism also gives customers the option of adding whipped cream or cinnamon powder toppings to
their coffee. These latest cup-type vending machines, designed with a focus on taste and style, help
to create a stylish café atmosphere in public places.
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Measures Taken During the Year Under Review
In April 2003, Fuji Electric’s in-house Retail Support Equipment & Systems Company merged with Fuji Denki Reiki Co.,

Ltd. and Fukiage Fuji Vending Machine Co., Ltd., to form Fuji Electric Retail Systems Co., Ltd. Based on the integration

of these companies’ manufacturing and marketing functions, our mission is to create innovative and convenient retail

spaces, while aiming to be the business partner closest to customers. During the year, the new company pulled

together to offer integrated services to the retail industry and reinforce its earnings base.

Measures to reinforce the operating structure
During the year under review, we worked to realize benefits from the realignment of product ranges at the Mie and

Saitama factories carried out in the previous fiscal year. At the same time, taking advantage of the integration of

manufacturing and marketing functions, we aimed to realize a more efficient operating profile by bringing together

product planning, development, manufacturing, marketing and service functions, primarily for vending machines,

under a unified framework.

Specific steps included the following: Based on a clear alignment of product models at the Mie and Saitama factories,

we built a product development and manufacturing structure tailored to the product lineup at each factory (high-productivity

manufacturing of can vending machines at the Mie Factory; multi-product manufacturing at the Saitama Factory); follow-

ing the launch of a joint manufacturing-marketing project, we actively worked to reduce costs related to logistics, devel-

opment, inventory assets and product losses; and, we rolled out a number of products in new fields, such as frozen cup

vending machines, ice-coffee dispensers and soup dispensers, in response to market trends.
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Dual Shop System
This groundbreaking retail system is a single-manned shop during peak hours that can be converted into a vending
machine facility with product showcases during off-peak hours. Already used in many schools and hospitals, this new
one-unit, dual function retailing system allows operators to expand the possibilities of their retailing spaces.

Edy-compatible Settlement System
for Retail Stores

Fuji Electric has created a lineup of terminals and other products for a retail
store settlement system compatible with Edy—prepaid e-money using non-
contact IC cards. Compact and space-saving, this system also incorporates
universal design concepts.
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Mini Store
Construction System R-CUBE
R-CUBE helps retailers to easily create standalone mini stores inside a wide
variety of larger retail premises. With electrical wiring and plumbing, internal
and external fixings, and showcases pre-fitted in the factory, the stores are
simply assembled on-site.

 Unitized Store System Ecolo Unit
This system eliminates around 80% of the conventional store building process, realizing significantly
shorter construction schedules. Ecolo Unit has also been designed to reduce the environmental
impact of construction work by cutting noise pollution and waste building materials. In short, Ecolo
Unit is a tool that helps convenience store operators to more effectively develop their networks.

Aggressive moves into growth markets
In the currency handling systems field, the market for non-contact IC cards is anticipated to grow. Consequently, we

are driving forward the development of key components in the IC card system field such as card reader/writers,

terminals and payment equipment. In parallel with these steps, we enhanced our marketing and maintenance frame-

work, and worked to win new orders in the logistics, transport and amusement sectors.

In the cold-chain equipment field, we further expanded our presence outside the showcase sector with our new

Store Total Planning (STP) approach, designed to support retailers in the creation of new retailing premises. With STP,

we offer customers a one-stop store planning service, covering everything from dealing with legal procedures, store

design and construction, to external and internal building and maintenance. Meanwhile, in the convenience store

field, Ecolo Unit, a unitized store system, is earning support in the industry thanks to its ability to significantly reduce

store construction times. This was reflected in growing orders for the product, with cumulative orders as of March

2004 totaling 100 stores.

Initiatives in China
The Chinese market is anticipated to grow on the back of rising demand generated by the Beijing Olympics in 2008

and the Shanghai World Exposition in 2010. Eyeing this growth, we joined hands with a local company in Dalian to

establish Dalian Fuji Bingshan Vendingmachine Co., Ltd. in September 2003. Volume production of vending machines

is expected to begin in September 2004.
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Measures to expand sales
In order to boost shipments and sales in the core vending machine sector, the Retail Support Equipment & Systems

Group will develop and launch new products that encourage wider uptake by customers, and further expand its

service business. In the second half of fiscal 2004, Japanese banknotes will undergo their first redesign in 20 years.

Our role will be to offer comprehensive support to customers in order to help them respond to this change.

In the cold-chain equipment field, we plan to expand our business through an alliance with a foreign-affiliated company.

And in addition to driving sales of the popular Ecolo Unit higher in fiscal 2004, we will begin full-scale sales of a similar

product—R-CUBE (Mini Ecolo), a mini store construction system.

In the non-contact IC card field, we aim to grow sales with the introduction of new Edy prepaid e-money equipment

capable of handling higher value bills.

Initiatives to strengthen the operating structure
In the vending machine business, we will continue to restructure the operating structure to achieve ongoing improve-

ments in productivity at our manufacturing plants. At the Mie Factory, we will implement comprehensive, companywide

manufacturing reforms to improve technological capabilities in production, pare back costs and drive further improve-

ments in quality. Meanwhile, at the Saitama Factory, we will continue to roll out ACTILL05 (comprehensive operational

restructuring activities) to raise efficiency in areas not directly related to manufacturing and lower the breakeven

margin. Moreover, based on the integration of the Mie and Saitama factories’ respective production control systems,

we plan to improve the accuracy of manufacturing, marketing and inventory management. By upgrading SCM func-

tions in this way, we aim to realize an optimum level of inventories.

In the cold-chain business, we will work to enhance marketing capabilities and take a number of steps to strengthen

the business base. Specifically, these will include building a new store data system that will allow us to better manage

and use customer information, as well as enhance the efficiency of procurement and construction ordering processes;

and, the establishment of a new materials procurement center to drive down the cost of materials and products

purchased from external suppliers.

Moving into China
The vending machine market in China is anticipated to grow rapidly in the years ahead. In response, we plan to begin

the manufacture of can vending machines at joint venture Dalian Fuji Bingshan Vendingmachine, located in Dalian

City, in September 2004. In another move, we set up a joint-venture vending machine operating company with a local

partner in June 2004. This company is also scheduled to begin operations in September 2004. Based on these

moves, we aim to build a strong presence in the Chinese vending machine market going forward.

As a result of the above initiatives, and underpinned by our enduring mission—supporting society through the

creation of innovative and convenient retail spaces—we are forecasting operating income of ¥2.5 billion on net sales

of ¥155 billion for fiscal 2004.
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President

Organization Chart
Fuji Electric Retail Systems Co., Ltd.
(As of July 1, 2004)

Note: Net sales include inter-segment transactions.

Automated Equipment Group

Food Service Equipment Division I

Food Service Equipment Division II

Currency Equipment Division

Maintenance Sales Division

Sales Support Division

Overseas Sales Department

Vending Machine Food Department

Branch Offices

Cold-Chain Equipment Group

Sales Promotion Division

Sales Support Administration Division

Systems Development Project Office

Branch Offices

Product Planning Group

Product Planning Administration Division I

Product Planning Administration Division II

Design Center

Technology Administration Division

Manufacturing Administration Group

Mie Factory

Saitama Factory

Shinshu Fuji Electric Co., Ltd.

Fuji Electric V&C Altec Co., Ltd.

Export Control Office

Corporate Administration Group

Internal Audit Office

Environmental Promotion Office




